Integrated Design Profit® Capabilities:

- Lean Design® - Product Simplification
- Central Server - Project Collaboration
- DP MRL® - Manufacturing readiness assessment tool
- DP CoQ® - Easily model quality issues and understand their costs
- Custom Apps - Create and report on custom fields using simple to complex functions
- Variant Modeling - Model build variations and cost analysis
- Process Sheets/Work Instructions - Automatically create work instructions, process sheets and Gantt charts
- DFMEA/PFMEA - Provides an easy process for conducting FMEA’s
- Click2Cost™ - Part and component cost estimating

Standard reports are automatically created.

Changing a regional setting in C2C™ will produce a new cost of manufacturing or assembling within the selected regions or city.

Multiple regions can be assigned to the manufacturing and assembly process.

Tradeoffs can be made comparing different processes, materials, and designs.
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Design Profit® Click2Cost™

Design Profit® includes a comprehensive costing database essential to global manufacturing and assembly.

- Machines Rates
- Detailed Utility Rates
- Assembly Labor
- Specialized Labor
- Material Costs
- Material Properties
- Currency Conversion
- Global Regions

Costing Software with Flexibility

- Convert spreadsheets into C2C™
- Convert a BOM into a Cost Model
- Create a library of Processes
- Easily create new data
- Easily update and modify data
- Create custom data and reports
- API and documentation available

Delivering Accurate and Standardized Costing.

Very detailed process information is included in the standard cost report.

Additional reports include:

- Executive Design Summary
- Bill of Materials\Process
- Quality Reports